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Creative Brief  
1  November 2017 / Sophie Robertson  

About Our Client  

Client - Brisbane Airport Australia 
Phone -  1300 6555 06 

Email - Brissyairportrox@gmail.com 

Mailing Address - 12 Airport way  3400 Brisbane QLD. 

Project (WHY) 
Brisbane Airport has been losing potential international flyers to other domestic airports(leakage). 
Who instead of flying straight from Brisbane Airport have been flying domestically from brisbane 
then flying internationally. 

Opportunity (ultimate impact/what they want done) 
Brisbane airport has chosen our agency to help them lower customer leakage and increase the 
number of international flights leaving brisbane airport.  Success for this campaign would be 2% 
increase in international flights out of brisbane, Increase in Brisbane airport Profits, increase in 
Brisbane Airports social media following and in the best case for brisbane airport to raise from the 
third busiest airport in Australia to the 2nd. 

Objective (what does the project want to achieve)  
Our Main objective from this campaign are; 

1. Increase share of international passengers into/out of Australia by 25% 

2. Lower international flight leakage. 

3. Increase followers on Brisbane airport following.   

4. Increase Brisbane Airports Profits.  

5. Raise brisbane to 2nd busiest airport in Australia. 
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Target Audience - Target & what do they currently think  
- Brisbane airport they want to target “ High and medium frequency outbound travellers 

living in Brisbane, Sunshine Coast, Gold Coast (South East Queensland)” And “Key 
influencers, business and community leaders living in Brisbane, Sunshine Coast, Gold 
Coast (South East Queensland)” 

- Target Business owners/ Business people, People who are potentially booking these flights 
for employees through a third party under the impression it’s cheaper.  Business owners 
mainly care only for cost of the flight and efficiency/speed at which it will get the employee 
to business. 

- Business people may be traveling through Sydney and Melbourne as they may think they 
are business hubs? Show that it’s more efficient to travel straight from Brisbane.  

- Business owners & business people can in turn influence other business owners and 
people, spreading word of mouth that it’s cheaper. 

- Target people from Brisbane originally who are working/living elsewhere, people from 
Queensland are very proud of their state, we can use this in a campaign to encourage 
people to visit home, this could also go hand in hand with a Christmas campaign. 

Strongest selling points. U.S.P 
- Shorter flight times 
- More direct Flight paths.  
- Faster more efficient: Flying internationally from brisbane airport prevents having to 

navigate busy and confusing sydney and melbourne airport. 
- Less time spent in busy annoying airports. 
- Support Brisbane, Patriotism for Queenslanders.  
- In some cases cheaper.  
- More convenient.  

Marketable truth  
- Flights with stopovers  will add hours to your trip, hours that people could be spending 

working, networking, with family or doing leisure. 
- Some flights from Sydney may be cheaper, however the added flight to sydney completely 

defeats that. 
- Flying direct from brisbane cuts out the 1hr flight south when ultimately every flight goes 

north from Australia. As well as cutting out the time it would take to get off the plane,  find 
the next terminal, and board again.  

- Everybody hates boarding and unboarding planes, prevent doing it a second time.  
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Attitude/ tone /personality  
- We have decided the best tone/personality/ attitude for this campaign would be 

something witty, comforting and friendly.  
- Airports are often not seen as a pleasant place unless you're walking out the doors. 
- We want people to want to come to the airport, brisbane airport wants to ooze with ease, 

wit and charisma. 
- Making it seem trendy, pleasant to be in and navigate through and  comfortable. 
- If targeting the business market,  a hint of professionalism and efficiency in the mix  also.  
- If working on a christmas campaign, focusing on the comfort with some family themes.  

Message/ Takeaway/ C.T.A 
- Our main message and take away is that Brisbane Airport is the better solution to flying, 

it’s more efficient and on home soil.  
- Tag line is to be short and witty and reflect at least one of Brisbane Airports Strongest 

selling points.  
- CTA  
-  visit Brisbane Airports website. 
- Follow Brisbane Airport's social media. 
- Book an international flight to or from Brisbane Airport. 

Budget  
- We have been lucky enough to be given a budget of 1 million. 
- Budget will be dispersed over, production needs, social media costs and creative costs.  

What channels are being considered  
- Due to our smaller budget we are mainly using social media channels.  
- Facebook, LinkedIn, Instagram, even youtube pre rolls. 
- There will also be digital posters places in areas with high business traffic. E.g CBD 

Brisbane  

Key deliverables  
- Ideally  this campaign will be ready to roll out in 2 months.  
- Christmas campaign to begin with.  
- Then campaign targeting businesses to be ready 1 month before the end of the financial 

year, to continue through. 
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Product references/Inspiration  
- Heathrow airports Advertisings  - Heathrow Airport – Coming Home for Christmas 
- https://www.campaignlive.co.uk/the-work/advertiser/heathrow-airport/7393 
- https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=70&v=oq1r_M5a6uI 
- Target Audiences - Quicker cheaper more efficient flight 
- Dublin Airport: Tweeting for Godot (Social) - The airport used Twitter, SoundCloud, 

Instagram, Facebook and Pinterest to promote the production and the festival in general. 
Daily audio clips from the Gare St Lazare Players production of ‘Waiting For Godot’ were 
released on the airport’s SoundCloud account. Competitions to win theatre tickets and 
shopping vouchers ran on Dublin Airport’s Twitter, Facebook and Instagram sites. 

- Copenhagen Airport: Chinese Wayfinding App (Digital/Mobile) - Chinese passengers 
accounted for almost 60,000 of Copenhagen Airport’s 23 million passengers in 2013 and 
while the new services are partly designed to improve their airport experience, the airport 
is also planning for the future, when it expects a sharp rise in travellers from China. 

Competitor campaigns 
- http://www.adnews.com.au/campaigns/core-creates-easy-peasy-campaign-for-sydney-air

port  
- Sydneys last ad campaign was focused on their “easy peasy parking”  to highlight the 

convenience and value that parking at Sydney Airport offers to passengers, meeters and 
farewellers and other airport visitors. 

-  

- Avalon (Melbourne) Airport axed a campaign in 2014, The campaign’s slogan  “Fly 
domestic without having one”  was  plastered on a billboard on the Western Ring Rd, and 
also appeared on a banner across the top of the airport’s Facebook page and website until 
it was removed. It was deemed offensive by many and promptly removed.  

 

https://www.campaignlive.co.uk/the-work/advertiser/heathrow-airport/7393
http://www.adnews.com.au/campaigns/core-creates-easy-peasy-campaign-for-sydney-airport
http://www.adnews.com.au/campaigns/core-creates-easy-peasy-campaign-for-sydney-airport
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Do’s & don’ts  
- NO crude humor, NO Sexualisation, NO inappropriate themes - Brisbane Airport thinks of 

itself as a family friendly business and would like to keep it that way.  
- NO dark humor - Some jokes are not meant for Airports. 
-  

Research  
- Flights are often only  a small amount cheaper but will add hours to your trip, hours that 

people could be spending working, networking, with familyor doing leisure. 
- https://www.wired.com/2014/11/whats-boarding-airplanes-takes-forever/ - Article on 

boarding planes and how annoying it is, relevant  and may comtain inspirational 
information.  

- http://www.bne.com.au/passenger-statistics 
-   

 

-  

 

https://www.wired.com/2014/11/whats-boarding-airplanes-takes-forever/
http://www.bne.com.au/passenger-statistics
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